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©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Comments Share This article is about the book of props. For the hardcover book, see Descendants: The Evil Spell Book. Descendants: Wicked World Malficent (formerly)Evil (formerly)An Island of the Lost (formerly)AuradonMuseum of Cultural History Mal's Spell Book is a book of spells appearing in the Disney Channel films
Descendants and Descendants 2, belonging to Malficent's daughter, Mal. It belonged to Maleficent before she gave her daughter as a tool to help her get the Fairy Godmother's wand when she and her friends were invited to attend Auradon Prep at the request of the King Beast and Queen Belle's son, Ben. The Spell Book has a variety of spells that
Maleficent has used previously on many occasions. He barely briefly owner of the Book Ortomu, until the end of Descendants 2, when Mal decided to give it to the Fairy Godmother for reasonable occasions. The book features a golden dragon crest on the cover and the inner pages contain many spells and enchantments. Happy and Spell-Manipulative Spell:
This is a very unique spell. Forces the victim to interact with nearby objects. For example, Mal had the museum guard stick his finger in malevolent's spinning wheel, on display near the security area. It causes the victim to pierce his finger with the spindle, making them sleep. The enchantment: magic spindle, don't take too long. Make my victim stick a finger.
Chop your finger, chop deep. Tell my enemy to sleep. Unlock spell: This spell is used to open locked doors without the need for keys or any physical force. There are two enchantments, the first used in Descendants and the second used in Ascension of the Island of the Lost. The enchantment: Make it easy, be quick. Open without a kick. The Frog's breath
and the vampire's tickles, open that door a little! A spell for better hair: The spell for better hair can give people new or better hair, and is often used by Evil as many girls at Auradon Prep ask you for new hairstyles. However, if cast incorrectly or cast by someone with less experience with magic, the spell can produce unpredictable results, giving a person
horrible hair. Variations of this spell allow you to change other elements of a person's appearance or portrait. The enchantment: Beware, forswear, replace the old one with new/cool hair! Counter-enchantment: Beware, forswear, undo the hair of love Biscuits: Enchanted biscuits that can make a person fall in love. The basic ingredient requires a tear of human
sadness. There is an antidote to the spell, but it can also be undone by soaking in the mystical water of Enchanted Lake. Cupcake Spell: This spell can be used to give cupcakes an extremely delicious taste. But if the casting is interrupted, it will create cupcakes that explode instead of cupcakes with an explosion of taste. The enchantment: Don't rush, and in
an explosion of taste! Dog Spell: The spell does not transform people into physical physics but it makes people sound and behave like them. The enchantment is in English, but the counter-coup is pronounced in barking. Somehow, the spell doesn't affect Carlos. The enchantment: B.I.T. and E, what does that mean? Bite, bite, bite! Not speaking words will
cause a fright, which is a bark without a bite! Counter-enchantment: Bark, woof, bark, arc-wow, bark, grr! Bubble Spell: This spell can bring colored bubbles into the air. But as soon as he touches you, he's going to burst in and ruin your appearance. The enchantment: Double, double, toil and trouble, cauldron burst with bright bubbles. Word Twisting Spell:
This spell can make you twist your words that you can't understand. The enchantment: Bicker and holler, squabble and squawk, twist their words when they speak next. Counter-enchantment: eat something and the spell will be healed. Window Spell: This spell can make the glass of a window disappear, thus allowing access to a building through the window.
The enchantment: window, window, thin steam, open, I'll enter. Levitation Spell: This spell can make things levitate. The enchantment: Hand twist, and twist of fate, leave the ground and levite! (Face to Face) Bat wing and crow's eye, and get up to the sky! (United We Are) This spell causes knights' armor to fall from the sky. The enchantment: try but you will
never hurt her, buried under armor suits. Apple Poisoning Spell: This spell poisons apples and causes anyone who bites them to act impulsively and wildly. The enchantment: Wicked ways under the skin, let all who prove it now join. Speed Reading Spell: This spell makes you read anything you need to know quickly. The enchantment: Read fast at lightning
speed, remember everything you need. Spell of power: Used in The Rise of the Isle of the Lost, this spell causes things to turn. The enchantment: lizard's tongue and the demon's offspring, make this damn thing bind! Spell to temporarily open the barrier: Used in Rise of the Island of the Lost, this spell opens the barrier for a short period of time. Of course,
this spell can only be cast from outside the dome. The enchantment: Spark and fire, elf and gnome, open this invisible dome! Cooking reversal spell: This spell is used to reverse the effects of a cooking spell. The enchantment: Take this party, this sumptuous meal, return it to what is real. Spell to travel: This spell is used to give a vehicle or the amount the
ability to carry your passenger in any environment (e.g., a scooter in the water). The enchantment: noble steed, proud and righteous, you must take me anywhere. Trivia Gallery image of the wicked spell bookBarely give up your book of spells. Add a photo to this gallery Community content is available CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Select... Amazon
Barnes &amp; Noble Books-a-Million Bookstore Indigo Buy Now For Fans of Descendants, this book of spells, which formerly belonged to Maleficent before she passed it on to Evil, is full of notes, and internal jokes between Mal and the sons of the other villains. Laugh and cry along with Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos as they find their way into the world of
Auradon Prep. By: Joe Schreiber By: Lucasfilm Press By: Daryle Conners, Elise Allen By: Kamilla Benko
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